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The mystery of the skeletons

These skeletons were found by archaeologists at Maiden Castle in
the south of England. Use evidence to work out the story of these
skeletons.

Amazing
find at

Maiden Castle:
53 skeletons

dug up
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STAGE

Ask questions
0 Look at the photo.

Make a list of the

questions you want ^|^?'-]^y| >.'••%...'„
to ask about these ^^"1:i^|t^^~
skeletons. . ^.'.1,-' '^S.'
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STAGE [2 I ^ Study some evidence
Study Clues A-D. Do they help to answer any of your
questions?
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CLUE A A M.aiden Castle was a hillfort. It looked like this.
The slopes were.part of its strong defences. People lived here
continuously for 500 years. Then around AD50 they deserted it.

CLUE B V A Roman historian writing about the Britons
(10BC-20AD)

The Britons are war-mad, courageous and love fighting battles. They fight
battles even if they have nothing on their side but their own strength and
courage.

STAGE @ ^ Work out a hypothesis
A hypothesis is a possible explanation.
@ Read Professor Knowall's explanation of the

story of the skeletons (right).
a} Do Clues A-D support his ideas in anyway?
b] Do they prove he is right?

0 Write your own hypothesis about who you think
these people were and what happened to them.
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CLUE C A A close up of one of
the skulls.
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ATREBATES

i l:%r:?' ^_~J BELGAE
;DUROTRIGES

Maiden Castie'
N

CLUE D A The British people
were divided into tribes. This map
shows the tribes that lived in
southern England. The Durotriges
tribe ruled the region around
M.aiden Castle.

/ I know what happened.
These skeletons were the

people from the hillforfc.
They were killed in a savage
attack by the neighbouring

tribe - the Belgae. My
evidence is the sword wound

on the skull. The attackers
slaughteretfl all the v/illagsrs

I and t-hsn just t?uried them as
quickly as possible.

I'm so clever!
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STAGE 4J ^ Look at some more clues
In this table are the questions that Professor Knowall asked, and his
answers. We think he has got some things right and some things wrong.

11 Question

1-—

|b) How did
they die?

[cywhokilled"
them?

d) How were
they buried?

2 Knowall's
answer

3 Clues that tell
you about this
question

•—

i) Who were the
skeletons?

The Vurotriges
from IVLa.id.eh Ca.stle

In. a sa.va.ee attack
0

The T^elga.e

\e.ry quiclcty and
ca.relessly

4 Your hypothesis 5 Are you

j completely or
! partly certain?
4-— -•—-

i

Use Clues E-L to check his answers. Take each clue in turn.

t»" Decide which question it helps you to answer. Reject any clues that don't help
you at all! Note down the clue letter in column 3 on your own copy of the table.
Once you have looked at all the clues, write your own hypothesis in column 4.
In column 5, say how sure you are.

0 Once you have filled in your tables, discuss what you think Professor Knowall
has got right and what you think he has got wrong.

^f^k^W^found at Mazden Castle.
Can you see what killed 1wn?^ ^
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CLUB©
The Roman army used a weapon
like this called aballista, a kind
of catapult that could shoot an
iron-headed bolt 300 metres.

.^^o;;SI""2*'eto"shad ou"*™*:ssi.^=;^-

CLUE Close up of a ballista bolt.
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Maiden Castle

Four of the people lived on for some time after they were
injured. We know this because the damaged bones had
re-grown after the injury. Although we cannot tell exactly
how long they lived for after their injuries we know it
must have been many weeks or months. That is how
long bone takes to start to heal.

CLUE

All the skeletons found at
Maiden Castle were buried
with objects to take to
their next life. These
objects included legs of
meat and tankards of ale,
pots, weapons, beads,
rings and brooches.

"s?

CLUB
"In AD43 the Romans invaded Britam. The Second Legion^was^sent to'the south-west, the area around Maiden
'This map shows how much of Britain the Romans,
conquered in 16 years. 5



STAGE 5J ^ Your final explanation

It is almost time to

write your final
explanation. But first
of all/ learn an
important lesson from
the mistakes of
Professor Knowall.

I1 know what fiappefiefll.
These skeletons were the

people froin the b'llfoft They Were
killed in a savage attack by the

hei^hbovf'nQ 1r'<be - the &e^ae. My (^ —
evidence '<s the sword u»oyhd on the ^Rylf.j

The attackers slay^htered aff the
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In History you have to back up your conclusions with evidence. The
evidence is like a bridge that has to be strong enough to support your
conclusion. If you have a flimsy evidence bridge you should not drive a
big/ certain conclusion across it. The evidence will not support it and the
bridge will collapse! So in your explanation remember not to pretend
you are more certain than you are. That was one of Professor
KnowalFs mistakes.

^ Which parts of Knowall's evidence are not supported by strong evidence?

Finally: Write your own paragraph giving your answer to the Mystery of the
Skeletons. Include: who you think they were; who killed them; and how
they were buried. Also include which clues were most helpful and why,
and how certain you are.

You could choose from these phrases to help
you express how certain you are.

It is completely certain- th.at. ..
They probably...
They possibly...
I am very unsure...
We cannot be comptetelv sure

*/
... show

how certain

you are
( ^

but...

M.y hypothesis 15...
It t5 likely thsit.. .
They might ha.ve.. .
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DOING HISTORY: What is History?

i..'.
iieaKsf- I

,, .enquiry - asking questions!

History isn't just about answering a teacher's questions. The best pupils
at History are those who ask their own interesting and different
questions and who think for themselves.
^

*<;»n-.

Which of your questions on page 2 were the
best questions and why?
Work in groups. How many questions can you
think of to ask about this picture in Source I?
Save your questions as you will find out more
about it soon.

•^ )

II ., .using sources to answer our questions

In the Mystery of the Skeletons you used lots
of dues. The proper word is "source7. Sources
give us evidence to help us answer our
questions. Without sources we can't find out
anything! There is a lot more about sources on
pages 8-9.

r®. ...»
,. .explaining what happened
but J

...sometimes uncertain
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Sometimes we can explain exactly what happened and why it happened.
However/ sometimes we can't be completely certain. This may be
because:

• the sources may not give us all the information we want
• the sources may disagree and suggest different explanations.

^ Give one example of something you were not completely certain about in
the Mystery of the Skeletons.
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DOING HISTORY: Sources

Sources are so important in history: that they
get a special Doing History of the.ir own.

a Documents
1

/

.. .the clues that tell us about^he past, for
example, about how people/used to live, or
what they did or thought.

te.
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b Pictures

...anything from the past, All sorts of things can be
sources: documents (written sources), pictures,
buildings, artefacts (objects) and even skeletons.

^..

Work with a partner.
Work out which of sources i-5 are

documents (written sources) and which are
artefacts (objects). That is not as easy as it
sounds.

b) Look back to pages 3-7. Find one other
kind of artefact that is different from

anything on this spread.
2 Which of sources i-5 do you find most

interesting - and why?
3 Choose one source on this spread. Write two

things it tells you about the people who made it
or what their life was like.

4 Choose one period of history that you studied
at Key Stage 2. List three sources that give
evidence about that period.

5 Name two sources that will tell future historians

about life today but that did not exist 2000
years ago, at the time of the Romans.

^ SOURCE 1 This pot full of silver coins was
found in 1982 in Cambridgeshire. The coins were
made by the Iceni people of East Anglia. The coins
come from around AD50-60 and were probably
hidden in the pot, then buried during a rebellion
against the Romans.

c Artefacts
^-^^
^ •?
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You saw'this picture oh page 7.
What questions did you ask about it?
Read the information in the caption below.
Which of your questions can you now
answer?
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V SOURCE 2 A writing tablet found at a
Roman fort on Hadrian's Wall in the north of
England. It is made of wood. It is a letter to the
wife of the commander of the Roman fort inviting
her to a birthday party!
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T SOURCE 3 An expensive Roman pottery
bowl found in a ditch near Hadrian's Wall in the
north of England. It had been sent all the way from
France but had broken so someone had thrown it
away.

V SOURCE 4 This pot of Roman face cream
was found in London in 2003. You can see the
finger-marks made by the Roman lady who used it
2000 years ago.
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V SOURCE 5 This is the crest from a Roman
centurion's helmet. It is made of horse hair. It was
found next to a toy wooden sword. It was wet
but otherwise had survived surprisingly well for
2000 years!
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^
A quick history of Britain before 1066

Sometimes you do history in depth - digging down into the detail.
Sometimes you do history in overview. This is an overview. On the
next eight pages there are 1000 years of British history and three
groups of invaders - the Romans,-SiaxorLs and Normans. Your task '?jw"tt'
is to decide who made the biggest difference to life in Britain. And ^^f!CT
remember - this is quick history!
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These are called round houses.
The roofs and walls were very .??
good at keeping the wind out.
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Iron Age Britain: IVIaiden Castle AD40
This is what an English hillfort probably looked like 2000 years ago
before the Romans came. This is Maiden Castle, which you examined in
the Mystery of the Skeletons. Not everyone in England lived in a place

These huts were for storing corn like this but the lucky Ones did.
for the winter. They had enough
food for the winter thanks to
their good farmland.

Study the picture and the labels.
1 What kinds of work are people doing?
2 Choose some interesting words to describe their houses.
3 What can you find out about their religious beliefs?
4 Did their king rule all of Britain or just the local area?
5 Did they speak the same language that we do today?
6 If you were an invader why might you want to take over this place? Think of

three reasons.
7 This period of history was called the Iron Age because people made things

from iron. What can you find that is made of iron?
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They all belonged to a tribe called
the Durotriges. They were ruled by a
king. One of the king's jobs was to
defend the tribe from attack so he
had to be a good fighter.
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Growing food was
their main activity.
Everyone helped,

-—-<-<.' including children.
,/"' They had other

fields outside the
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The totem pole was to fend off
bad spirits. They worshipped the

^.,, - .,., sun. the moon and other gods
'•^£^ who they believed made sure of ,^\

good harvests.
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They spoke their own local
language. We don't know what it
sounded like. No one ever
recorded it or wrote it down!
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